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CHAIR CARROLL: . . . (gavel) . . . This Land Use Committee meeting of August 3, 2011, will come
to order. First of all may I say that if anybody has any noise making things outside there, cell
phones or otherwise, please turn them off or put them on the silent mode. We have with us this
morning, Committee members with us, Council Chair Mateo, Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good afternoon.
CHAIR CARROLL: Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Aloha.
CHAIR CARROLL: Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Good afternoon.
CHAIR CARROLL: Hokama and Pontanilla. Excused is Councilmember Victorino and
Councilmember White will be joining us later. We have James Giroux, our Deputy Corporation
Counsel.
MR. GIROUX: Afternoon, Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Will Spence, Department of Planning, will be here later, I believe, or he's on call,
but he should be here. We have Paul Fasi with the Department of Planning, and Clayton Yoshida
Planning... Planner, Department of Planning, and David Goode, Director of Department of
Public Works, and Will Spence, Director of the Department of Planning. Also with us we have,
Merrill Kaufman, for LU-19, and Troy and Susan McCasland for LU-44. Committee Staff, we
have Pauline Martins, Committee Secretary, Kirstin Hamman, Legislative Attorney.
Public testimony on this item will be accepted, starting in a few moments. Those wishing to
testify should sign up at the table in the lobby. Testimony will be limited to three minutes, with
one minute to conclude. Testifiers are requested to state their name for the record and to indicate
who they are representing, if appropriate. Ms. Hamman.
MS. HAMMAN: Mr. Chair, the first person signed up to testify is Merrill Kaufman, testifying on
LU-19.
. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .
MS. KAUFMAN: Good afternoon, Council members, my name is Merrill Kaufman, I'm a resident of
Makena and I am a co-owner of the LU-19 property. I'm here to testify in support of the
resolution before you. Just a super quick background on long history. We began, my husband
and I began a Change in Zoning process almost four years ago, and at that time we envisioned
the property to be re-zoned from State Ag to Rural. At the time of our initial Change in Zoning
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application we were advised by the County that our property was in fact zoned Interim, which
would require a CIZ, a Change in County Zoning designation, and a Community Plan
Amendment to achieve the conformity. After the initial meeting, at the Maui Planning
Commission, to review the draft EA; we were informed that due to the settlement of the
Hanohano lawsuit, our property was now County Zoned R-3. Since the property is designated as
Single-Family in the community plan, we were at that point advised by the Planning Department,
that to achieve conformity, we need only change the zoning from Ag to Urban. So, we withdrew
that initial application to amend the CIZ, and amended it accordingly and resubmitted. It was
always our intention, however; to achieve a Rural-like subdivision by attaching conditions that
would be consistent with the RU.5 Zoning. So with the recent passage of the continuity zoning
regulations in August 2010, it's now possible to achieve in a slightly more streamline process
what we had hoped for from the onset. The resolution under consideration for you, for you today
makes that possible. So I respectfully ask the Council to refer to the Planning Department to act
swiftly in bringing LU-19 before the Maui Planning Commission, where we were last heard on
this property three years ago, and ensure an expeditious return before you all at the Land Use
Committee for further consideration. We would also request that the Chair upon re-receipt of
recommendations from the Planning Commission request that LU-19 be put on the agenda as
soon as possible before the, the Committee. It's been a long and kind of costly and arduous
process, most of which has been out of our control. So we would really like to have your,
consideration and your support on the resolution. I won't be able to stay for the entire meeting,
school gets out early on Wednesday. . .(laughter). . So, if you have any questions I'd be
happy to try to answer them. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Hearing none, thank you
very much for coming down.
MS. KAUFMAN: Thank you.
MS. HAMMAN: Mr. Chair, the next person signed up to testify is Troy McCasland, testifying on
LU-44.
MR. McCASLAND: Aloha, good afternoon. I submitted a PowerPoint presentation, does that...
CHAIR CARROLL: This is a time for public testimony, sir. Public testimony, not, not the hearing on
your bill.
MR. McCASLAND: Oh.
CHAIR CARROLL: Your application.
MR. McCASLAND: Oh I'm sorry, I misunderstood.
CHAIR CARROLL: This is the time for public testimony. No. This is public testimony.
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MR. McCASLAND: So, do I...
CHAIR CARROLL: We will be hearing, we will be hearing your one later.
MR. McCASLAND: Oh, okay, I'm sorry. Sorry, I must have filled out the form wrong, or...
CHAIR CARROLL: You're early.
MR. McCASLAND: Okay, I'm sorry.
CHAIR CARROLL: Okay.
MR. McCASLAND: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
MS. HAMMAN: Mr. Chair, the next person signed up to testify is Daniel Kanahele, testifying on
LU-19.
MR. KANAHELE: Good afternoon, Chair Carroll, and Committee members. I feel like shouting wake
up 'cause I know you all came back from lunch, so.. .like me, you know, we're kind of still
digesting our food. Anyway it's great to be here with you folks this afternoon, and like Merrill
Kaufman, who preceded me.. .well, I should introduce myself, I'm Daniel Kanahele, I am
testifying as an individual today and I'm here to make comment on LU-19. And like Merrill
Kaufman before me, I would also like to support the, the resolution to have this item referred to
the Maui Planning Commission. I think that this is a good thing to do. I'm, I'm glad the
Kaufman's are in concurrence as far as how to go about achieving their ends, I, I know it's been
maybe a long and, and difficult process for them, I know they've been working at it for several
years. But like many other members of the community, Makena, what is called Makena today,
what is known as Makena, but it had its own traditional names like Mooloa and Mooiki, is
considered a special place, because it provides a refuge, from life so to speak, a place to get
away, yeah, from Urban areas, and to enjoy a natural area that's, has Agricultural lands, Rural
lands, Conservation lands. So I think this is a step in the right direction and like to echo the
comments of Don Couch, when you said, if it looks like a duck, it walks like a duck and it
quacks like a duck, must be a duck...so. This is a...the, the area is truly Rural, an area in, in
character and we want to see that preserved and perpetuated for future generations to come. I'd
also like to make the point that.. .1 think, I think the Land Use Committee and County Council
really needs to take a hard look on what they see as the future for this area that is called Makena
today. There are a lot of R-3 lots there, like this lot, the Kaufman lots that are under State
Classification Land Use or Agriculture. And I think the Council needs to come to a consensus as
to what they see the future, of this place being. I know the Long Term [sic] Division of the
Planning Department—I'll take a minute to conclude, Chair--has proposed that the Rural
character of this area be preserved, and I would hope that the, the County Council would look at
these, these lots that are R-3 and maybe consider rezoning them, so that they're perhaps more in
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character with the area as it is today. I do know that in the first community plan, 1970
community plan, that the planners at that time, for solve the urbanization, the build out of Kihei,
and they saw Makena as being a quiet place of historic interest and natural beauty, and I would
like to see that to be the vision for this place. Thank you very much.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you.
MR. KANAHELE: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Hamman?
MS. HAMMAN: Mr. Chair, next to testify is Lisa Cochrane, testifying on LU-44.
MS. COCHRANE: Aloha. My name is Lisa Cochrane and I'm the Property Manager at 451 Ilikahi
Street, I'm representing and supporting the McCasland family. I've lived in the house for a year,
I also have been on Maui for ten years. I was a Property Manager in California for 500 units,
and I'm here just to support that the house can be a vacation rental. I'm also friends with the
neighbors and the neighborhood and I'm definitely here to state that I have every intention of
supporting the McCaslands and their vacation rental at 451 Ilikahi Street, and also to make sure
that I enforce all the rules, that the neighborhood comes first, and that is why I'm here today.
Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, thank you. Any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you.
MS. COCHRANE: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms.Harru-nan?
MS. HAMMAN: Next to testify is Lena Kanemitsu, testifying on LU-44.
MS. KANEMITSU: Good afternoon, I am Lena Kanemitsu and I live right across the street from the
McCaslands. I'm one of the original tenants in the subdivision so I've seen things change.
Anyway, a few years back the McCaslands applied for a vacation rental and at that time it was
denied because of several reasoning's. And I find that with vacation rentals, the people park in
the driveway, which has a gate and they're quiet, they, they heed the rules of the house and I am
for a vacation rental rather than long term rentals. We've had other long term rentals in our
subdivision and cars are parked on both sides of the road and it presents a problem at times.
Therefore, I am for vacation rental and I firmly back the McCaslands in their application for this.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any questions for the testifier? One moment please. Ms. Baisa?
MS. KANEMITSU: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I think I, I might have slipped by. What are...you're an immediate
neighbor, abutting neighbor?
MS. KANEMITSU: Right across the street from the McCasland's residence. I'm 456.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay, thank you very much.
MS. KANEMITSU: You're welcome.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further questions? Thank you. Ms. Hamman?
MS. HAMMAN: Next to testify is Mac Suzuki, testifying on LU-44.
MR. SUZUKI: Council member, my name is Mac Suzuki, I reside at 441 Ilikahi Street, which is next
door, and I adjoin the property in question here, on both sides, the front and the side. I developed
a lot where I now live about ten years ago and I've experienced different ownership in this
property. And my judgment from the experience, well having lived there and been subjected to
the different forms is, I do favor Mr. McCasland's effort to do a vacation rental here, because the
impact to my property and the neighborhood is much less and favorable, more favorable. He's
maintained his property well, he's responsive and I think his efforts are really a, a contribution
for the community and our neighborhood.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you.
MR. SUZUKI: Thank you.
MS. HAMMAN: The next person to testify is Lucienne de Naie, testifying on LU-19.
MS. de NAIE: Thank you. Good afternoon, Chair and Committee. I would like to support the action
that's being purposed, to refer this Land Use Boundary Amendment back to the Planning
Commission. I believe the Kaufman's hit it on the head when they did their original EA that said
the land was very well suited to fit under the State Rural Designation, it does fit all the
characteristics, and so I'm glad that we're winding our way back to this. I would hope when the
Council hears again the Pine Street Limited Parcel, that's immediately next door, that is under
different ownership, but has had representation by Mr. Kaufman, that they would consider that
this would be another way to resolve that, both should really be Rural. And just wanna step back
a minute, reflecting on how did we get all this R-3 Zoning in a place that had no water, and no
sewers and, you know, in other words R-3 is like you can build I think ten units per acre,
something like that. And I, I did some research and it might be of interest to folks here, that back
in the 1960s, when we first passed our Land Use Regulations and created the State Land Use
Commission, and actually had a State category for Land Use Zoning. The State put thousands
and thousands and thousands of acres in the Ag category, basically anything that was grazing
land, ranch land went in the Ag category, but a few months later, the County of Maui, decided to
rezone, also thousands of acres of land to R-3, and, and some other zonings. The only problem
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was that if Land was Ag under the State designation, the new State ag laws, as I understood
them, did not give the County any authority to change the zoning on those lands. They only had
the authority to change zonings on the Urban land and the Rural lands. So they didn't have the
authority to change zoning on Ag land or Conservation land until it went to the Land Use
Commission. So these thousands of acres that were designated R-3 in 1963 or '64, never had
their, their State zoning changed. And so now you have people go whoa what's wrong with the
State, why did they change the zoning, well the process was the County had to go to the State
first and have that changed and then do their zoning change, and they didn't. And that's why
most of Makena State Park is R-3 too; I mean it doesn't make any sense. But that's what we're
stuck with, so I, I think you guys have done a wise thing, and I agree with Mr. Kanahele, we
maybe should look at our vision for this place and try to work with the landowners and do what's
fair. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you.
MS. HAMMAN: Mr. Chair, Ms. de Naie was the last person signed up to testify.
..

• END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .

CHAIR CARROLL: Is there anyone in the gallery that wishes to give testimony, please come forward
at this time? Seeing none, if there's no objection, we will close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR CARROLL: Public testimony is now closed on all items.

LU-5

CONDITIONAL PERMIT FOR A TRANSIENT VACATION RENTAL KNOWN
AS "SANDY SURF" (KIHEI) (C.C. No. 08-281)

LU-8

CONDITIONAL PERMIT FOR A TRANSIENT VACATION RENTAL KNOWN
AS "PLUMERIA SURF" (KIHEI) (C.C. No. 08-282)

LU-56

CONDITIONAL PERMIT FOR A TRANSIENT VACATION RENTAL KNOWN
AS "MANGO SURF" (KIHEI) (C.C. No. 08-263)

CHAIR CARROLL: Members, today we have six items on our agenda. LU-5, Conditional Permit for a
transient vacation rental known as "Sandy Surf' (Kihei); LU-8, Conditional Permit for a
transient vacation rental known as "Plumeria Surf' (Kihei); and LU-56, Conditional Permit for a
transient vacation rental known as "Mango Surf' (Kihei); LU-34, Community Plan amendment
at Hale 0 Lono Harbor (Molokai); LU-44, Conditional Permit for a transient vacation rental
operated by Troy and Susan McCasland (Lahaina); and LU-19, District Boundary Amendment
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for 'Iwa 'Ike, LLC (Makena). I know the agenda looks ambitious, however; with the filings I
feel we have more than enough time to get through this.
LU-5 and LU-8 and 56 relate to requests from Maui Blue, LLC for Conditional Permits for three
TVRs, Sandy Surf, Plumeria Surf, and Mango Surf, all located in Kihei. LU-5 relates to the
Sandy Surf TVR located on nearly 23,000 square feet within the R-3 Residential District at
3244 South Kihei Road; LU-8 relates to the Plumeria Surf TVR located on nearby 24,000 square
foot, feet within R-3 Residential District at 3254 South Kihei Road, right next door to the Sandy
Surf; LU-56 relates to the Mango Surf TVR located on approximately 18,000 square feet within
the R-3 Residential District at 1490 Halama Street. By correspondence dated July 20, 2011,
Gwen Ohashi Hiraga, Principal, Munekiyo & Hiraga, Incorporated, requested, on behalf of Maui
Blue, LLC, to withdraw the applications for the three Conditional Permits.
Members, based on Maui Blue, LLC's request to withdraw the application for Conditional
Permits, I'll recommend that each of the communications be filed, and we will do the motions
separately. The Chair at this time would, would entertain a motion to file County
Communication No. 08-281.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So moved, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Been moved by Mr. Couch, seconded by Ms. Baisa. Discussion? Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair, just a question on this to, I guess the Department. Is this
organization operating these things already, as vacation, transient vacation rentals?
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Fasi?
MR. FASI: Paul Fasi. Thank you. I believe they are not operating at this time as transient vacation
rentals.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, and does the Department anticipate them coming back for?
MR. FAST: We do not anticipate them coming back.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further discussion on the motion on the floor, to the motion on the floor? All
those in favor, please signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried, seven "ayes", no "noes".
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Hokama,
Mateo, Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Victorino and Vice-Chair White.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-281.
CHAIR CARROLL: Would now accept a motion, entertain a motion to file County, County
Communication No. 08-282.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So Moved.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Been moved by Mr. Couch, seconded by Ms. Baisa. Discussion? Hearing none,
all those in favor, signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried, seven "ayes", no "noes". And I'm sorry and for the
previous one and this one, we have two excused, Mr. Victorino and Mr. White.
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Hokama,
Mateo, Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Victorino and Vice-Chair White.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-282.
CHAIR CARROLL: Last one, LU-56, Chair will entertain a motion to file County Communication
No. 08-263.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Been moved by Mr. Couch, seconded by Ms. Baisa. Discussion? Hearing none,
all in favor of the motion signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried, seven "ayes", no "noes", two excused, Mr. Victorino
and Mr. White.
VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Hokama,
Mateo, Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Victorino and Vice-Chair White.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 08-263.
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LU-34

CONDITIONAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT AT HALE 0 LONO
HARBOR (MOLOKAI) (C.C. No. 03-57)

CHAIR CARROLL: We will now move on LU-34. Members, by Resolution No. 02-130, adopted on
September 24, 2002, the Council referred to the Molokai Planning Commission a proposed bill
to amend the Community Plan and Land Use Map from Conservation to Park for the
Hale 0 Lono Harbor on Molokai. This matter arises out of a long-standing interest to create a
park at the Hale 0 Lono Harbor. Many of the community have expressed concern about
disrepair of the harbor, the lack of restroom facilities in the area. A portion of the property at
Hale 0 Lono Harbor is owned by the State, and a portion is owned by Molokai Ranch, Limited.
Molokai Ranch, Limited indicated in 2003 that it was not interested in having its property
converted from Conservation to Park. The State was willing to work with the County to develop
and maintain a park at the harbor, as the State had no plans of its own to develop or maintain the
area. In 2003, the Molokai Planning Commission recommended denial of the Community Plan
amendment, and commented that a community committee should be formed to develop a plan
for the care and maintenance of Hale 0 Lono Harbor that would be agreeable to the community,
State, County, and Molokai Ranch, Limited. Eight years have passed since the Molokai Planning
Commission made its recommendations, and the issue of the development of the park site at
Hale 0 Lono Harbor remains unresolved. My recommendation today is to file this matter, but
first I would like to get comments from the Department of Planning.
MR. YOSHIDA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Clayton Yoshida, Planning Program Administrator. Julie
Higa was the Planner back in 2003, she since has retired from the County in 2004. Yeah, it's
pretty much...I believe the resolution was introduced by then Councilmember Jo Anne Johnson
in 2002, and the planning, Molokai Planning Commission had three meetings on it and they did
recommend disapproval of the resolution.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any questions? If not, the Chair will entertain a motion to file
County, County Communication No. 03-57.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chairman, in regards to Land Use 34, I move for the filing of
County Communication No. 03-57.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Been moved by Mr. Mateo, seconded by Mr. Couch. Discussion? Hearing none,
all those in favor of the motion, please signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried, seven "ayes", no "noes", two excused, Mr. Victorino
and Mr. White. Thank you, Members.
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Hokama,
Mateo, Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Victorino and Vice-Chair White.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: FILE COUNTY COMMUNICATION NO. 03-57.

LU-44

CONDITIONAL PERMIT FOR A TRANSIENT VACATION RENTAL
OPERATED BY TROY AND SUSAN McCASLAND (LAHAINA) (C.C. No. 08-170)

CHAIR CARROLL: Moving right along. LU-44 relates to a request from Troy and Susan McCasland
for a Conditional Permit to continue operating...to continue to operate a transient vacation rental
on approximately 11,060 square feet within the R-2 Residential District at 451 Ilikahi Street in
Lahaina. I have asked Troy McCasland to provide the Committee with a presentation. The
Committee will be in recess for two minutes to prepare the Chamber for the presentation. We
now stand in recess. . . . (gavel) . . .
RECESS:

1:57 p.m.

RECONVENE: 2:00 p.m.
CHAIR CARROLL: . . . (gavel) . . . This Land Use Committee meeting of August 3 rd , is now back in
session, and we will turn the time over to the applicant, Mr. McCasland.

. . . BEGIN PRESENTATION . . .
MR. McCASLAND: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for scheduling my permit, and thank you
all, Council members, for considering our application. I'm Troy McCasland; I own this property
with my wife Susan, located at 451 Ilikahi Street, in Lahaina. It's a four bedroom, two bath
home with a one bedroom, one bath cottage, in a quiet residential neighborhood, with many local
families and we a couple famous families that live here also, or famous people in the
neighborhood. You heard from Lena Kanemitsu, she's lived in the neighborhood for about
50 years, she lives right here.. .can you.. .you can see the arrow. This is Mac Suzuki's property,
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right behind mine and to the right side. He was the gentleman who testified also. This is.. .used
to be Randy Travis' property, it's...the entrance is on Front Street, he recently sold this, this
property a couple years ago, for I think 2.5 million. And right here are Doris and Floyd
Christenson; they're the owners of Mama's Fish House. So to give you a little background about
the property and, and how we got into this, this application, we purchased, before we purchased
the home in 2004 we, we received an opinion from a prominent local attorney, by the name of
John Rapacz. And what Mr. Rapacz told us, is he researched the location, found that the
property wasn't located in the Historic Zone, and would be a good candidate to be approved for a
transient vacation rental. And he said we could, according to the policies at the time, we could
operate the transient vacation rental as long as we applied for a permit with the County, and as
long as the neighbors didn't object, and his opinion included all the normal disclosures and
weasel words that you get from an attorney. And...but...so we, we operated, we, we applied for
our permit and during that time from 2004 to 2000 and...or excuse me, 2005 to 2008 we
received no neighbor complaints. We received only positive feedback from our neighborhoods, I
mean from our neighbors. And in fact, in July of 2007, 20 neighbors signed a petition in support
of our short-term rental. Then when the Tavares Administration came into power, we were shut
down in 2008, and we converted it to a long-term rental, it's been a long-term rental ever since.
The main house rents for $3,500 per month, and the cottage rents for $1,750, not affordable
housing. In fact we've had a really hard time finding local families to rent the property. For
three years, it took us three years to find Dr. Baker and his wife to rent the property. But before
that, the only people we could've find that could come close to paying the rent that we wanted,
were single men. And a waiter in downtown Lahaina would sign the lease and then he would
get four buddies to share the property. And they would have parties and have their girlfriends
over and park on the street, and we received a lot of negative feedback from the neighbors, and it
was very difficult to control the long-term tenants. So for the last year it's been good with the
Bakers, they signed a two-year lease. They're currently leasing the property, but they've moved
back to the mainland and they've asked us to try and find a replacement tenant, which we are and
we're, we're not getting any good candidates. So, we're, we're unhappy or we're struggling to,
to, to find a good, a good tenant for the neighborhood. We were fortunate enough to find Lisa
Cochrane about a year ago, she's been on the property and she's, she's been a great tenant. When
she found out we had this hearing coming up, and she said she would be very interested in being
our, our on-site Property Manager. The other problem is with renting it long-term, is we can't
use it the way we intended. We love coming to the property in the summer, my daughter Katie
rides around the neighborhood, making friends with all of the animals and the neighborhood
kids, and my son Ryan enjoys, enjoys fishing. And with it being a long-term rental we can't do
that. We also can't afford the landscape and the maintenance, and as a result the condition of the
property has declined. So as you know in 2008 the Planning Commission recommended denial
of our permit. The Planning Department testified they had four complaints, and if you've
reviewed the, the testimony from that hearing, you would kind of have to look close and read
between the lines, but if you really look at what they testified about those four complaints, they
were not complaints about impact. They were merely that a transient vacation rental was in
operation, without a permit, they weren't impact-based complaints. In fact, three neighbors came
and testified, Mac and Lena, and another neighbor that they preferred that it be a short-term
rental rather than a long-term rental. So in the end, the Planning Department didn't support our
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application for two primary reasons, I, I believe there are two primary reasons, there wasn't an
on-site manager and more importantly as Paul Fasi pointed out, the application was contrary to
the County's 1990 General Plan. So there are several fact changes regarding this application that
I'd like you to.. .alert you to, that make it easy for you to vote yes on this application. We now
have an on-site manager, Lisa Cochrane, who's available 24 by 7, she's an experienced property
manager, she managed 500 units back in the mainland so I think she can handle managing one
property. She's got her cell phone with her all the time, she works at Expedia, five minutes away
and she's available via cell phone day and night, 24 by 7. We met with Mr. Spence and Mr. Fasi
a couple weeks ago, and I think we gained their support now. In, in the meeting they offered us
support, provided that the neighbors all re-sign the petition and send letters in support, and
hopefully we could get some to come and testify, and provided that we submitted an agreement
with our on-site manager. We've done all those things. The third main reason why it's easy for
you to support this, is this application is no different than the short-term rental bill that this
Committee just voted on and approved. We don't allow parties or wedding at the property, only
registered guests may be on the property, they must always be respectful of the neighborhood,
they're not allowed to park on the street, they must park inside the gate, and, and adhere to our
quiet hours of 9:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m., and they are never allowed to disturb the neighbors. We
have 100 percent neighborhood support for this. In addition to the 20 neighbors who signed the
petition in 2007, all 20 re-signed it, in fact we had seven more, we've had two neighbors testify
today, three neighbors last time. Every single neighbor we approached to sign the petition, said
yes, I wholeheartedly support it, we didn't have any noes. Here's a letter from Doug Shue--he's
been in the neighborhood for 50 years--like Lena, I wholeheartedly support this petition, Douglas
Shue. Now here's a map of all the signatures we received, every single Ilikahi Street...starts
right here, every single neighbor up and down the street on both sides have signed the
property [sic], except for a couple rental properties, we weren't able to track down the owner.
Even the neighbors all contiguous to the property, so you can see this neighbor, whose property
is accessed through Front Street, they, they touch it at this corner here, they've signed it, Mac
and, and everyone else. We didn't have anyone who would not sign the petition, everyone was in
support. Here are the signatures, I believe you have copies of those. So your vote in favor of our
application creates jobs, improves the local economy, and most importantly, gives the
neighborhood what they want. Thank you for your support.
. . . END OF PRESENTATION . . .
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Members, we're gonna call a short recess while we put the screen
back up. This Committee now stands in recess. . . . (gavel) . . .
RECESS:

2:09 p.m.

RECONVENE: 2:11 p.m.

CHAIR CARROLL: .. . (gavel) . . . Land Use Committee meeting of August 3, 2011, is now back in
session. Members, I will now open the floor to questions. Well. you know. first, let me give the
Planning Department. Do you have any comment before I open the floor? Mr. Fasi.
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MR. FASI: Paul Fasi, Planning Department. I would just like the applicant to clarify in his lease
agreement with Lisa Cochrane, he did state that the on-site Property Manager has devoted
ten hours to being an on-site Property Manager. If you can just explain what those ten hours
consist of? Yeah, we are under the impression that it was a 24-hour on-site manager.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Fasi, you are not the one to call up testifiers. You are not a Council member.
MR. FASI: I'm sorry.
CHAIR CARROLL: However, if you could wait, when I turn the time over to Members. Alright, thank
you, Mr. Fasi. I will now turn the time over to the Members for questions. Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. I'd like to ask the Department, so with the
past, I guess, use that was being allowed to operate, under what taxation category has the County
of Maui assessed and taxed this property at?
MR. FASI: I'm unaware of what the County is assessing this at, what rate. Perhaps, the applicant could
have a better answer.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. This is, this is not something the Department would review
and provide to the Planning Commissioners as well as this, this Committee?
MR. FASI: Normally, we don't transmit our applications to the Finance Department.
MR. SPENCE: And...Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR CARROLL: Yes?
MR. SPENCE: The...I, I would just add to that. Our practices have changed since this application first
went to the Planning Commission. When we get bed and breakfast permit applications, or
short-term rental, we don't see any short-term rental yet or not too many, you know, this is an
exception. We do inform Finance now, and certainly if this Committee and then ultimately the
County Council grants a Conditional Permit for Mr. McCasland, you know, the, the Finance
Department would be informed. They would, they would than provide the appropriate property
tax rate.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, you know, at the appropriate time I would ask for you to
substantiate which, because my understanding, and of course I was not here last term, but in
previous terms, the industry, the TVR industry had always indicated they were willing to pay the
Hotel/Resort tax rate. And so my understanding is that if this moves forward that that is what it's
going to be assessed as, and that is what it's going to be taxed at. And I hope the neighbors
understand of how it may or may not impact their properties.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Would you like to call the applicant now to comment on...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I would like the Department, Finance -CHAIR CARROLL: The Department.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --Department to verify what is being assessed and taxed. Thank you,
Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Hokama, from what I have here it is classed as Residential.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Then I have an issue with that, it's not being assessed and taxed at
the appropriate category and rate, Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. In previous discussion with Finance Department,
more so with Property Tax, one of the issues that we have in regards to, at one time B&B's as
well as TVRs, is that Finance Department was never included in the discussion. And if they
were included in the discussion on the onset then, you know, things what Mr. Hokama is saying
would have been caught at that time. So, you know, what Mr. Hokama is asking or requesting,
that the Finance Department be here, is a, a good one, so that every one of us, you know, would
know that they will be in the loop in future requirements. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. And we are trying to get a hold of the Finance Department, to bring
down a representative at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Anybody else have any questions at this time? Mr. Couch followed by
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Are you just asking for these guys right now? Or, 'cause I
do want to talk to the...
CHAIR CARROLL: Any, anything, anyone you want to talk to, Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I do want to talk to the applicant, when you bring him up.
CHAIR CARROLL: Could the applicant please come forward to the podium.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, okay. Thank you for coming, Mr. McCasland? Thank you.
MR. McCASLAND: Yes, Councilman Couch, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Wanted to ask you a couple of things. You, you mentioned, first of all
you mentioned the STR, the Short-Term Rental Bill was approved by us, it was not, it was just
moved to the Planning Commission, and it's gonna take a while, actually it's almost on its way
back. So we don't have a short-term bill yet. Officially, we do have some things in the
Short-Term Rental Bill, one of them is, is that the phone number, the contact phone number
needs to be posted outside. Is that going to be happening at your...?
MR. McCASLAND: Yes, sir. We can do that.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Because that needs to be, if that's not in a condition, and I didn't
see it, we need to get that in as a condition. The other thing is, is that each owner is only allowed
one short-term rental in that bill, now that may or may not change by the time we get through it.
And I'm aware that you have three properties on, on the island.
MR. McCASLAND: Yes, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And the other two are long-term rentals or?
MR. McCASLAND: Yes, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And you have no intent on, on making them short-term rentals, if this
one passes?
MR. McCASLAND: . . . (long pause) . . . Well if, if that's the requirement then I guess we could...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I'm just letting you know that may be the requirement and you're
willing to, I mean you, you understand that, and if you had to choose between your three
properties, which ones, which one would you want as the short-term rental?
MR. McCASLAND: Well it would be the, the Lahaina property.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. McCASLAND: I guess it...yeah. It's, it's my understanding that the...are you, are you
envisioning.. .what if you have a situation where there's a husband and a wife, would I be able to
have one application under my name and...no?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Nope.
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MR. McCASLAND: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Not at...right now as the bill stands no, but you never know what's
going to happen with this body in how ever long.
MR. McCASLAND: Okay. I would...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: But, I'm just, I'm just letting you know that that's in the works and,
and you're aware of that, and you had said you'd...you wanna...you, you figure...if you had to
choose one it would be the Lahaina property, that's, that's good to know.
MR. McCASLAND: Yes, Councilman, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Couch. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And I'm looking at a communication dated
July 22, 2011, by Department of Corporation Counsel, Mr. Giroux. And it states the Conditional
Permit for TVR. And in there, I mean just trying to hit on the taxing, taxation on No 9 and 10,
these are not...I guess in effect at this point, is that, I just kind a wanted some light shed on this
document from Mr. Giroux.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Giroux.
MR. GIROUX: Again, what's that document? The...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: It's July 22, 2011, Conditional Permit for a TVR operated by Troy
and Susan McCasland, and it's to Chair Carroll, it's in our binder, dated July 22nd.
MR. GIROUX: Is it just a copy of the ordinance, the proposed ordinance?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes!
MR. GIROUX: And you're, and you're looking at...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: A bill for an ordinance, granting a Conditional Permit.
MR. GIROUX: And you're looking at conditional.. .conditions?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Nine and ten, because it refers taxation, GET and TAT. You don't
have a copy?
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MR. GIROUX: I, I believe it's our standard condition regarding what, what type of taxation we expect
the...because...just, just to put a caveat on, on this proposed ordinance. Because the Planning
Commission recommended a denial, we did not really produce a, we didn't produce a, a bill
based on the conditions coming out of the Planning Commission, that, that would be our
standard bill. What happened is that we were asked to produce...in order to have this meeting,
there needed to be something posted, so the inclination from the Chair was for us to post
something that the, the board or the Council could then at least deliberate. So, the.. .those
conditions aren't coming from the Planning Commission, they're coming from other standard
documents that we've used in the past. And it's not written in stone, it's not something that, that
has to be adopted in order for the bill to go forward, it's open to debate and to amendments and
to conditions.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Mr. Giroux and Chair Carroll.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Further questions? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, and thank you Ms. Cochran for pointing that out.
So at least this gives an avenue to the Tax Department in regards to the Real Property Tax
questions that we had. I, I think if this thing does go through then with Conditions 9 and 10,
Conditions 9 and 10 basically would take care of the tax issue, so, thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Further questions? Mister...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Couch.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Again this, this is for the Department of Finance. But just
to get it, the question out there. I know the B&B rate is Commercial [sic] Residential, and is that
what the Department of Finance or the Department of Planning is planning to make for
short-term rentals, or are they planning on another category, or do we as a body want to come up
with another category for short-term rentals?
CHAIR CARROLL: I have requested the Department of Finance to come down and I assume they're
gonna be here very shortly, until then we'll go as far as we can. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. I'd just like to say that I've attended a
number of the meetings in regard to the purposed ordinance, and there's a lot of discussion and
pretty much agreement that they may be, having to be taxed as hotels. So, I don't know what
will come out of the Council review of the bill, you know, it comes in one way and it goes out
maybe totally different. But it looks like the B&B's would remain Commercialized Residential
and the STRs might be taxed as hotels. So, that just what I know from attending meetings.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any further...Mr. Pontanilla?
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. My understanding is that the existing TVRs are
paying Hotel rates.
CHAIR CARROLL: That is also my understanding.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Any further questions or comments? Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . . (laughter) . . . In that case, I'm gonna ask the applicant if he's
willing to have that as a condition, possibly an addition to Condition 9 that he, he is willing to
pay the Hotel rates, tax rates?
MR. McCASLAND: We would agree to that. Yes, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Alright any...Ms. Cochran followed by Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. Is there a way to get Mr. Fasi to have his
question answered now? Or that's not -CHAIR CARROLL: You can ask the...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --his responsibility.
CHAIR CARROLL: You know what his question was. So if you can ask.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I believe his question was -CHAIR CARROLL: Could you please answer -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --to the applicant...oh.
CHAIR CARROLL: --repeat what your question was to Ms. Cochran?
MR. FAST: Mr. McCasland, my question was could you clarify what the ten hours per month means in
your lease agreement with Lisa Cochrane?
MR. McCASLAND: Yes certainly, Mr. Fasi, that's a great question. What we said in the lease
agreement is we expect the job to take ten hours per week, and that if it requires any additional
time she would be...and the ten hours was to lower her rate, it's, it's my understanding that's the
standard and customary practice and that's what the Council and the community likes to see is
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the on-site Property Manager get a good deal on her rent. So we lowered the rent, we listed out
all of her job responsibilities, which are essentially to enforce the house rules, and to be there 24
by 7. As, as we spoke in the hall, I assured you, yes she'll be there 24 by 7, but we are going to
allow her to sleep and go to the bathroom, and have lunch and those kinds of things. But when
she's.. .she, she is available, she's got her cell phone, and she's there to make sure that, that the
property is operated in a...and according to the house rules.
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, that's all. I just wanted to hear the comments.
CHAIR CARROLL: Oh, excuse me, Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, just, just a quick comment. I think that one of
the things that is important to me, because you know, all this hoo-ha started because of putting
short-term rentals in residential areas. And people being upset and saying well you know you're
messing up our neighborhood, we came here we wanna live in peace, this is a residential
neighborhood and we don't want, you know, loud music and cars on the road and people coming
and going and slamming doors all night, and you know all that stuff. So, it's very important to
me, the testimony from your neighbors, also the fact that, you know, you were able to show the
map that everybody in close proximity seems to say, hey this is well run, it's not disrupting our
neighborhood. That's very important for me, because that helps us as we look at this as an
Industry, and we need examples of short-term rentals that are run properly, that follow rules, that
don't, you know, upset neighborhoods, and that are well run. And so, that's a very important part
for me, and I wanted to thank you for doing all of that work in bringing that kind of information
to the Council today. That, that's a, a really important part of...as we look at the ordinance,
'cause it's really important that we get through this ordinance, because to me this Conditional
Permit process was a stop gap. But I don't want it to continue, I would much prefer that like the
B&B's we have an ordinance, and that the people that are interested have a process to go
through, and that we can get away from these Conditional Permits. So, how we deal with this,
you know, as we getting to that ordinance is really, really important. So, I wanted to commend
you on, you know, operating and doing it in a good way so that your neighbors are happy.
MR. McCASLAND: Thank you, Councilman Baisa.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Mr. McCasland, you talked about having your, your
Ms. Cochrane on 24/7 availability.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Not me.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, the other one.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter) . . .
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Maybe we can put in there that somebody last name Cochran has to be
there.
MR. McCASLAND: Well she is the Lahaina representative, so I don't think we'll put her cell phone
number on our front gate.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Anyway, you know, we, we've had this, and, and I'm gonna ask you to
kind of help us with an answer that we, we are probably going to use at a later time. But, you
know, she, she should be able to have vacations, or go off island once in a while, and we've had
a B&B person actually unable to go off island because the way his conditions are. So if we put
in there that you have a 24/7 availability with a phone number that's available 24/7, and maybe
that phone stays with her replacement or somebody who's gonna take care of the place while
she's gone. I don't feel like restricting somebody, chaining them to a vacation rental and not
being able to go off island for whatever reason. So, you have to be careful when you say yeah
she's available 24/7, except for lunch time or, you know, go to the doctor, whatever. So, if we
put in some... .a condition like that, is, is that something a little bit.. .that you.. .more palpable
that you can handle?
MR. McCASLAND: Absolutely, Councilman Couch. I think that's a great idea, it's a great question
and a great concern. I know she does have two cats, so I know she's not going to leave them
home alone when she goes on vacation, so she would have someone take care of the cats or we
would have someone who would take over that responsibility.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Couch. Members, anything further, any further questions?
Members, we come to the point over here where we're talking a lot about conditions already and
what it's going to be taxed at, which I think we could probably put in as a condition too, that they
could not operate unless they were taxed at that. I would like to continue, we're still trying to get
somebody from Finance down here, I guess they live further away than we thought.
Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, I don't wish to delay the Committee's business this
afternoon, so, you know, why don't you proceed according to your, your schedule and your
agenda and, you know, I'll base my decision at that point and time with what I, what I know to
be facts of law and I'll make my conclusions accordingly. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. And I think we can address your concerns as we
proceed. Yes, Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, Chair, thank you very much. Just one more question for the
applicant.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I think it's relevant to the discussion of tax. Mr. McCasland, can you tell
us, or do you have somebody who handles your books? I, I know that necessarily you may not
be dealing with the nuances or the details of the. . . (inaudible). . .
MR. McCASLAND: Uh-huh.
CHAIR BAISA: But do you receive a homeowner's exemption on this property?
MR. McCASLAND: Absolutely not.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you. I think that's really important, because you know we have a
lot of people who do not live on the property but try to get a homeowner's exemption, and that's
important. Thank you very much.
MR. McCASLAND: Yes, thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Members, at this time...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah.
CHAIR CARROLL: Oh, I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, just one more comment.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: If I know Mr. Teruya, it will always be highest and best use.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, Hotel.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Hotel.
CO1UNCILMEMBER BAISA: Hotel.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Members, at this time I'm going to ask for a motion, I wanna get a
motion on the floor. No not yet. Oh...Finance. Could you please come down? We do have
Finance here. I'm sorry we didn't notice you over there. Please identify yourself at the
microphone. And, Mr. Hokama?
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MR. AGSALOG: Yes, sir, this is Danny Agsalog, Director of Finance. I was called to come up and I'm
here to answer any question, if I cannot answer it I'll go and get the answer for you, that's for
sure.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. Director, thank you so much for making time
available for this Committee's afternoon. And I am aware that you have not been prepared or
forwarded in advance of some of the Committee's concerns regarding this specific consideration.
So, this is regarding a permit request for a transient vacation rental in a Residential Zone District.
And what I had asked is, whether or not this will be assessed and taxed at the Hotel rates if
approved as a transient vacation rental? And so I'm not sure if you...if you're able to give us an
answer, I would appreciate it, Director, and if not, you know, whatever the Committee does we
still will have first reading before the Council and hopefully by then we can get some comment
from your Division.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Agsalog.
MR. AGSALOG: Thank you, Mr. Chair and Members of the Committee. As we implement the taxation
part of our Real Property Tax, we charge the property rate to the highest and best use. If
Residential category would be the highest best use, then we use the Residential, if this is going to
be a Hotel type of work then we will charge them the highest rate, so it will be a highest and best
use. So we will collect whatever the highest rates that we can levy to the property, Mr. Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, if I may please?
CHAIR CARROLL: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you. Director, thank you so much for that comment. I
believe that has been the practice of your Division, through your RPT Administrator, Mr. Teruya.
But, you know, for me I will consider a condition of such, or another Member of this Committee
may such. But I just would like to ask that I am hoping your Department would request when
similar type of applications go through our sister departments, that they would ask at least your,
your Division or your Department for potential comments as it relates to whatever is being
requested for consideration by the Planning Commissions, the Department or, or the Council
itself. And that we, we can be already informed in advance of our meetings of your positions.
And just quickly one fast comment, Chair. My concern is also, Chair, from those so called
learned counselors that provided advice to like not only this applicant, but others. The time
between the actual application being processed and denied or approved, is still operating, per se,
under another highest and best use, over a lower entitled designation. So, what I'm saying is,
they using it as a TVR, for this is what from 2003 or whatever it be, but we never collect taxes
until we finally make a final determination to allow a TVR. The County loses out four or five
years of taxation at the...what would have been the more appropriate category, the Hotel rate.
So other categories is going to have to make up that potential loss of revenue, and you times it by
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the amount of illegal TVRs operating, who else is going to make it up, Residential components,
Resort components, Time-Share components, Commercial components, Agricultural. I think this
is something we need to consider in our review of how we gonna address this specific issue,
Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you very much, Mr. Hokama. Members, at this time we've been touching
on conditions and several conditions have been talked about. I would like to ask for a motion so
we can start addressing some of these conditions. Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, thank you, Chair. I move to pass.. .1 move the...to...I move
to recommend passage of the proposed bill on first reading. Is that what you wanted?
CHAIR CARROLL: Okay, you know what, let me read it out and then you can approve it.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay go ahead.
CHAIR CARROLL: I'll...and thank you, Ms. Cochran. The Chair will entertain a motion to
recommend passage on first reading of the proposed bill "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
GRANTING CONDITIONAL PERMIT TO TROY AND SUSAN McCASLAND TO
OPERATE A SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENCE AS A TRANSIENT VACATION RENTAL
WITHIN THE R-2 RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT 451 ILIKAHI
STREET, LAHAINA, MAUI, HAWAII", incorporating nonsubstantive revisions, and the filing
of County Communication No. 08-170. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes, so moved, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Been moved by Ms. Cochran, seconded by -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Mr. Couch.
CHAIR CARROLL: --Mr. Couch. Thank you. Alright, Members, we have a, a motion on the floor.
Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I move to amend the conditions or actually to
add a condition, it would be after No. 6 and, and if I don't get the wording right, if we can have
our Staff kind of fix it right, that a phone number be posted, visible from the street, and the size
of that sign would be determined by the Planning Department, and we can deal with that. And
that a, a person be available 24/7 at that phone number whether it's the on-property manager or
her...their
.
replacement, that would be my condition.
CHAIR CARROLL: Is there a second?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Been moved and seconded by Miss -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Baisa.
CHAIR CARROLL: --Ms. Baisa. Discussions? Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yes. We talked with, with the applicant and he's okay with that, and
this will also.. .this is also part of our short-term rental bill that has been.. .gone through the mill
so far and hasn't come back to us so, and I'm assuming that's gonna be something that, that will
pass all the way through, if we get a short-term rental bill done. The only concern I have is the
size of the sign, we don't want a big huge humongous sign, but we want something easily
readable from the street, so that the neighbors can call. I think it makes sense that somebody can
be available 24/7, if there's an issue.
CHAIR CARROLL: So you would like the Planning Department to be the one that would determine the
size of the sign?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Correct.
CHAIR CARROLL: Okay, that can...that will be in there. Further discussion -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR CARROLL: --to the amendment, motion on the floor? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I, I, I think there's a B&B ordinance that currently exists and
B&B operators need to put up signs, and I, I think if we follow the B&B process in regards to
notification of signs, you know, we keep it almost consistent.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Spence, could you comment on Mr. Pontanilla's comment?
MR. SPENCE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The B&B ordinance does require a sign, but that's only
during the application process. So once the bed and breakfast has been approved that sign comes
down and there's...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: No signs?
MR. SPENCE: There's, there's no required notification. The, the thought behind the short-term rental
bill, which is coming back up shortly, is to have a sign identifying the, the name of the operator
and a telephone number so there is 24 hour access. So what we'll do is, provided this Committee
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recommends passage of that condition, we'll, we will recommend something consistent with the
way the ordinance is reading thus far and, you know, will change in accordance with whatever
renewals.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR CARROLL: And Mr. Couch's motion would address that?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further discussion to the motion on the floor?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman?
CHAIR CARROLL: Yes, Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, I'm sure we also are aware of what our sister county, the
City and County of Honolulu is doing? One of their considerations regarding the signage is that
once approved, they also place on that signage the approved permit number. And I think that is a
key component to finding out who is doing what above board and legally and has gone through
a, an appropriate process and those that cannot put that permit number because they've never
come through the process. I think the City and County has some good ideas on how they've,
they're approaching this same subject matter and that may be something that this Committee
might want to consider, Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: If Mr. Couch wouldn't object towards a friendly amendment to the motion?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No objection to that, that's perfect.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No objection.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (RC, GB, EC, DC, GRH, JP)
ACTION: AMEND BILL.
CHAIR CARROLL: No objection, we shall add that in. Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Any further
discussion from the floor? If not, all in favor, please signify by saying "aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried, seven "ayes", no "noes", two [sic] excused.
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Hokama, Pontanilla,
and Chair Carroll.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmembers Mateo and Victorino and Vice-Chair White.

AMENDMENT CARRIED.
ACTION: AMEND BILL.
CHAIR CARROLL: Back to Members.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: You know in previous Conditional Permits, I, I noticed this one
here, on No. 2, that the Conditional Permit shall be valid for a period of one year from the
effective date of this ordinance. You know as soon as we approve this thing, I think
Mr. McCasland, in about two, three months from now, is going to start the process again. So
what I'd like to do is amend the period...timeframe from one to three years. So my amendment
would read that "The Conditional Permit shall be valid for a period of three years from the
effective date of this ordinance."
CHAIR CARROLL: Is there a second?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Second...motion made by Mr. Pontanilla, seconded by Ms. Cochran. Discussion?
Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Just what I noted earlier that in many Conditional Permits that
we've seen, at one time was B&B's and then TVRs, you know, the one year we felt was too short
of a timefi-ame that the...once, once you approve this thing then again the operator, you know, in
a few months would start over again the process.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Couch.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. While I agree with Mr. Pontanilla that that's the
usual case, in this case, I think maybe if he's okay with this, to make it down to two years,
because we're gonna have a short... some sort of short-term rental policy, most likely, within a
year, and they may want to be able to fall under that, those restrictions as opposed to these
restrictions. So I think that might give the applicant more flexibility to choose between the
Conditional Permit and continuing that on and choosing from this one. So if that, if that's okay
with Mr. Pontanilla, if not, that's fine.
CHAIR CARROLL: Well we have a motion on the floor that is standing right now -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman?
CHAIR CARROLL: --to make it from one to three, so we're still in the discussion, so let's
. (inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Oh, unless, Ms. Baisa, wanna go first.
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Mr. Pontanilla. I was initially supportive of the
one year. I do understand what Member Pontanilla has been, is saying, we have been trying to
give people a little longer time and it's not their fault, it's our fault. It takes forever for these
things to get through the system sometimes, and so in order to give them a little more time to,
you know, recover and start all over and raise money and do all the things that it takes to get a
permit through, that practically we were talking about giving them a little bit longer time. I
agree with Member Couch though that I think it would be, in this case, I can stretch to two years
comfortably, because hopefully we will get this ordinance done, and then we can get out of this
Conditional Permit thing and get into just regular STR permits. I am pretty sure that this Council
can take care of this legislation, within the next year, and then they'd have a...still other year to
go through a process. So, I could live with two although my initial idea was one, three seems
like maybe too much for a first time. One of the problems is with the Conditional Permit, you
wanna see how it works, and so you kind of take a look at it in a shorter period of time. Thank
you. And then a renewal you give more.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. While they are looking at the proposed ordinance,
when the proposed ordinance is approved, all those outstanding Conditional Permits with years
on them, how will it affect those permits?
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Spence.
MR. SPENCE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My understanding is the ordinance will, you know, stay in
place, your. . .(clears throat). . . excuse me. The Council is passing a particular ordinance for a
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particular piece of property, so the.. .just say if the short-term rental bill passes, it still.. .that's not
going to trump whatever Conditional Permit that the Council passes. So, if.. .1, I might suggest
to the Committee, if, if it.. .if the intent is, you might say or, you know -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Or upon approval of...
MR. SPENCE: --apply for a, he may apply for a short-term rental permit.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: See what, what I'm getting at is that, if I say three years or
number of years, how can this particular permit fall into the proposed ordinance should it be
approved at a later time?
MR. SPENCE: He would have to come in and apply for that short-term rental permit. It's not going to
be an automatic conversion.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Corporation Council?
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Giroux?
MR. GIROUX: Thank you, Chair. As far as to understand the concern as far as, is your concern that he
be able to convert the whole, the whole permit to what's going on, to...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: What's gonna become law.
MR. GIROUX: Or, or that scenario, or are there parts of the permit that you're gonna make conditions
now that you wanna see prevail despite of what the new law is gonna be. Third scenario, you
want a...the permit now to conform to the law as it comes and, and, and changes. This raises
three, well two important legal theories, one is, one is the law of retroactivity and the other one is
your conflict of laws. So in every scenario we would have to look at it differently as, as fact
specific, as to what you're trying to accomplish. In the area of taxation, I would...I...okay I
don't wanna influence policy, but from what I'm looking at is, is that we were told that they will
always tax at the best and highest use. So, if you leave it open to that, that they shall inform the
Department of Finance as to what they are doing, then that will guarantee that they will always
pay the highest, highest rate of what they are using it for. Whether the, the bill, Transient
Vacation Bill has a tax...creates a certain tax category, or through your budget process, you
create a special tax category. The, the budget, you would want that as open as possible so that in
the future that aspect of the permit would always be consistent with what the law is within the
County, as far as taxation. Because, that, that's the kind of a special kind of condition, you don't,
you don't want to set a tax rate during a Conditional Permit process, because that is so organic
and it, it's something that is... should be given as much flexibility to, to the Council as possible.
You don't wanna be handcuffing a future Council as to what kind of taxation to use. So, so it,
like I said it's very specific as to what the condition is and what you're, you want to do with that
in the future. Otherwise, a lot of other conditions, you could see parallel, you know, parallel
things happening, and you could say, you know, that this is the condition now or if in the future it
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becomes less of a burden, then whichever is less of a burden, you know, you would, you would
make that language that would allow the Department to interpret that to mean that if, if the, if
your bill has less of a burden on the, on the permit holder, then they can take advantage of that.
And that's part of the law retroactivity is that, the law sees that sometimes new laws are made
and people are under the old law, they would rather see the person benefit from that than actually
be harmed from that.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So those existing permits then, once a new ordinance is created
they continue to pay the highest and best use? Is that what I'm hearing?
MR. GIROUX: Per, per their conditions, I mean I, I believe, I, I would have to look at all of those, those
Conditional Permits and see what the language is. But my understanding is, is that the, the, the
Department of Finance would always look at that as if they have a Conditional Permit and the,
and their condition is silence on taxation, they would see that as more of a hotel use, unless the
Legislature says that that's not how they want it to be looked at.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So as they create this proposed bill then can something be
inserted, so that those that are currently TVR permits with conditional, well Conditional Permits
to operate a TVR that they revert to whatever tax rate that is being proposed? Because...
MR. GIROUX: I think you would do that through your budget.
CHAIR CARROLL: You know we getting a little bit out of...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: No, I know it's going out, but
CHAIR CARROLL: Our...yeah we need, we need to tighten this up. If you have enough information I
think we've gone about as far as can go, and that was discussing -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR CARROLL: --outside of this application.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, I, I can live with the two years, but again, what, what I'm
saying is that when the proposed bill that is being considered, that they take a look at the real
property tax side, so that those guys that have existing permits that they don't fall into the cracks
where everybody, you know, the new ones would be paying here and the rest of them would be
paying here. That's all I'm saying. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Ms. Baisa followed by Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair, I just wanted to offer some experience with the B&B.
When...the short-term rental ordinance can specify a conversion of the Conditional Permit if the
conditions meet the conditions of the new ordinance, that's what happened with the B&B. The
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B&B's that were existing, that could meet the new ordinance were converted. And this is the
same thing could, could happen with the ones that have a Conditional Permit, they can be
converted to the new STR, if they meet the conditions of the new law, whatever that happens to
be.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: That's pretty much what I was going to say, that I know of a person
who has a B&B license and he has the choice of going one way or the other at the time of
conversion, so. So I was going to make that as a friendly amendment if that's okay,
Mr. Pontanilla?
CHAIR CARROLL: And we have a change in the motion, I heard you say two years was alright, are
you willing...is there any objections to Mr. -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Well -CHAIR CARROLL: --Pontanilla changing it to two years?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --it, it's gonna be Mr. Couch Committee. So he needs to act.
That's all I'm saying.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (Laughter) . . .
CHAIR CARROLL: Alright. You know I think we need to re-state the motion on the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, I think Mr. Couch was going to do an amendment to my
three years to two years.
CHAIR CARROLL: Okay. So...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: But you don't...you want it as a vote as. . . (inaudible). . .
CHAIR CARROLL: Is there any objection, you have.. .anybody have any objection to changing from
three years to two years?
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (RC, GB, EC, DC, GRH, JP)
ACTION: AMEND BILL.
CHAIR CARROLL: Alright, that will be...we have changed it from three to two years. Any further
discussion to the motion on the floor? Seeing none, all in favor, signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried, six "ayes", no "noes" and three excused.
VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Hokama, Pontanilla,
and Chair Carroll.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmembers Mateo and Victorino and Vice-Chair White.

AMENDMENT CARRIED.
ACTION: AMEND BILL.
CHAIR CARROLL: Floor is again open for motions or discussions. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Notwithstanding what our, our, our dissertation from
Mr. Giroux. Unfortunately, in the.. .on the Real Property Tax website, under classification they
actually say properties which have been granted a bed and breakfast permit, a transient vacation
rental permit, or a Conditional Permit to operate a transient vacation rental are classified as
Commercialized Residential, at this time. So, and if, if we wanted to say.. .we wanna go to Hotel
rate, where does that throw us now? Because all the other ones are I guess, are at
Commercialized Residential, and if we wanted to put...I, I was going to put a condition in there
saying Hotel rate. Where, where does that leave us?
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Pontanilla would like to make a comment on that. Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I, I think what Mr. Hokama had said to mister...or
.
Director
Agsalog, that during first reading that we should have some clarification on TVRs and the tax
rates. Because they're not here to provide us with some insights, inputs, then by putting in a
condition such as that, may not be required.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. So, Mr. Couch, we can address that at first reading.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, I'm, I'm willing to look at that. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Further discussion? Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: One last thing, and, and
apologize but I've been reading the
short-term rental bill so I, I, I wanna get some of this stuff in there so it makes it easier when the
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time comes. We, we've had issues, especially when I was working with the Planning
Department of how to revoke a permit. The Planning Department feels or at least they
have.. .I've been told when I was working there, that it's really hard to revoke a permit, there's
no provisions in here to easily revoke a permit. I was wondering if we could come up with some
language that says, hey look you get three strikes and, and we're gonna revoke your permit. We
are looking at how to put that language in the short-term rental issue, so, be.. .because I've had
that complaint from the Planning Department, I'd like to make some sort of condition that we
can revoke the permit under certain conditions, make it easier for the Planning Department.
If...I, I don't doubt that this, this applicant is going to be fine, because all his neighbors have
been living with it for a long time and they're good. But if there's something, if he sells it to
somebody else or if for whatever reason that, that something happens, that the Planning
Department can revoke the permit easily.
CHAIR CARROLL: Do you want to make a amendment, a motion?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Well, I do wanna make a motion but I don't know exactly how to word
it, and I think I'd want...
CHAIR CARROLL: Maybe we could refer to Mr. Spence.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
CHAIR CARROLL: He might be able to help us. Mr. Spence.
MR. SPENCE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Actually I'm going to defer this to Corporation Counsel, I'm
not sure the...I, I seriously doubt the Planning Department has the authority to revoke a permit
granted by the County Council. We can enforce, but the ultimate revocation of that permit would
be under the purview of the Council since they passed that ordinance.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Giroux, do you have any comment?
MR. GIROUX: Chair, yes. I, I would like to.. .I'm trying to scroll through the law here.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, we have Condition 5, which is standard in most permit
• reviews, which is the revocation of the permit under the Code under Title 19. And that may be
the section that Mr. Couch may want to consider strengthening.
MR. GIROUX: .. . (long pause) . . . Chair, can I have a recess?
CHAIR CARROLL: You know, Members, it's 3 o'clock yeah, we're going to take a 10 minute recess.
This Committee will stand in recess until 3:10. In recess. . . . (gavel) . . .
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RECESS:

3:00 p.m.

RECONVENE: 3:16 p.m.
CHAIR CARROLL: .. . (gavel) . . .. Land Use Committee meeting of August 3, 2011 is now back in
session. When we went to recess, Mr. Couch -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yes, sir.
CHAIR CARROLL: --had the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: There's... it's kind of two different conditions here, so I I, I
move to add a condition, just prior to Condition No. 6, to say basically what's in the B&B
ordinance that we have now, and I passed that out. And it is letter "0", so I move to adopt letter
"0" as a condition, and if you'd like I'll read, read it out?
CHAIR CARROLL: Please read it out.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. The owner-applicant shall post "house policies" within each
guest room. The house policies shall be included in the rental agreement, which must be signed
by each guest and shall be enforced by the owner-applicant, onsite caretaker, or off-site manager.
The house policies at a minimum shall include the following provisions:
1. Quiet hours shall be maintained from 9:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m., during which noise in the
short-term rental home shall not disturb anyone in a neighboring property.
Amplified
sound that is audible beyond the property boundaries of the short-term rental
2.
home is prohibited.
3. Vehicles shall be parked in the designated onsite parking area and shall not be parked on
the street overnight.
4. No parties or group gatherings shall occur without a special events use permit granted by
the Department of Planning pursuant to administrative rules.
CHAIR CARROLL: Is there a second?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Seconded by Ms., motion by Mr. Couch, seconded by Ms. Baisa. Discussion?
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. This is in conformance with our B&B rules anyway, and
this is part...we, we actually copied this off of the proposed STR rules as well, I believe.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any further discussion?
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, question.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I believe the applicants, the McCaskils [sic] had also, had already
stated much more restrictive quiet hours. And again I know that Mr. Couch, in his motion is that
the minimums, he stated the minimums. But I, I don't confusion as people may look at only
specific points of a...this, this ordinance for this permit, because I still prefer what the
McCaskils [sic] have, you know, shared with the Committee this afternoon of, of their personal
house rules, and, and...
CHAIR CARROLL: Well, do you recall what their hours were?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I believe the gentleman mentioned 8:00 to 9:00?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: It was 9:00 to 8:00.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: From 8:00 p.m.
CHAIR CARROLL: Could the applicant please come to the podium, if there's no objection from the
Members. And please identify yourself at the microphone. Mr. Hokama.
MR. McCASLAND: My name is Troy McCasland.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank, thank you, Mr. McCasland. I'm sorry for the
mispronouncing. You've been hearing the discussion and the comments between the Members
and the Chair, and you've heard Mr. Couch's proposal?
MR. McCASLAND: Yes, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: What I'm saying is that, you know, to.. .for me to avoid confusion,
and people only looking at maybe a specific part of your permit, I would prefer that we go with
your personal house rules that was a little bit more specific, if anything, was more restrictive than
these minimum standards that is being proposed now. And I, I would just ask if you would
maybe give us a comment and restate those house rules that you have set in place yourself.
MR. McCASLAND: Yes, yes Councilman. I, I would agree that we wanna actually take both of your
concerns. Councilman Couch added one provision that's not in ours, that I thought was a really
good one that we need to add, which is no amplified music that can be heard outside the property
boundaries. That's currently not inside, in our house rules, but I think that's a really good one.
The hours that we are proposing in our house rules that we have submitted in my presentation
today and in our, in our Conditional Use Permit our quiet hours are 9:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m., which
is consistent with what Councilman Couch had said. And in our community, in our
neighborhood that seems to work good.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Then it, my, it was my error, Mr. McCasland. I thought you
said 8:00 p.m., so that, that's why I, I, I appreciate your clarification of this specific point, thank
you so much.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Okay, Mr. Couch, any further comment? Any further comment to the
motion on the floor?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Spence.
MR. SPENCE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just a comment for the Members, we currently don't have a
special events use permit. This is out of the proposed short-term rental bill, that's not yet, well
we don't have one. The, the first three are currently in the short-term rental or I mean...excuse
me...in the bed and breakfast ordinance. It's something we, we will be trying to develop as
a...for special events, but.
CHAIR CARROLL: So then we would have to wait till the ordinance would pass through, put in for the
Special Use certificate.
MR. SPENCE: It would be applicable when we get them.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yeah. . . . (laughter) . . .
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any further discussion to the motion on the floor? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, in regards to the No. 4, about parties and group gatherings. I
believe in the applicant's presentation he specifically stated like no weddings, gatherings I think
perhaps. But it seemed very concise that basically no loud party and, and things there.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So he has some great house rules in regards to that. And also
looking at item "0", the part that says on-site caretaker or off-site manager, I'm just wondering is
that in conflict with No. 6 in the conditionals, property manager shall reside full time on the
property, 'cause this is saying it's okay for an off-site manager?
CHAIR CARROLL: This is not the motion on the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: But it's part of "0".
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair?
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: It's part of "0", yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: It's part of "0".
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: It's part of "0".
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And I'd be willing to, to strike that. I just wanted to keep it consistent
with the current-CHAIR CARROLL: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --and upcoming legislation. But I can strike "or off-site manager", I'm
fine with that -CHAIR CARROLL: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --as a friendly amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Agreed.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any objections?
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (RC, GB, EC, DC, GRH, JP)
ACTION: AMEND BILL.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Any further discussion to the motion on the floor? Seeing none, all in
favor please signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? None opposed, six "ayes", no "noes" and three excused.
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Balsa, Cochran, Couch, Hokama,
Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmembers Mateo and Victorino and Vice-Chair White.

AMENDMENT CARRIED.
ACTION: AMEND BILL.
CHAIR CARROLL: Alright. Any further amendments? Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And that dovetails with what I was talking about, about the
enforcement and having, having discussed it with Ms. Hamman and Mr. Giroux, I wanted to
amend Condition 5, and add the following words after the first...as the end of the first sentence:
and comply with all conditions of this permit. And then I want to remove the words, "develop
the property", and then as a...fix a typo that says, "failure to so", I wanna add the word "do",
"failure to do so". So, let me read Condition 5 as I would like it to look.
CHAIR CARROLL: Please read it as you, as your amendment would-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR CARROLL: --state.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Condition 5—that Troy and Susan McCasland shall develop the
property in substantial compliance with the representations made to the Maui County Council in
obtaining the Conditional Permit, and comply with all conditions of this permit. Failure to do so
may result in the revocation of the Conditional Permit pursuant to Section 19.40.080, Maui
County Code.
CHAIR CARROLL: Is there a second?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Seconded by Ms. Baisa.
CHAIR CARROLL: Discussion? Mr. Couch?
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: That's just again to help if there is an issue, I doubt if there will be an
issue here, but that is just to help the department clamp down on any unruly.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. Just curious and the addition that Mr. Couch is
putting—and comply with all conditions of this permit, failure should do so, "failure to do so
may"—or did you want a "will".
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Shall.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Or "shall", instead of "may". "May" is... anyways just...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I wanna kind of leave it as it is, that, that'd leave it up to the discretion
of the, the Department.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Because...
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, that was a good point but that would be very difficult. Any further
discussion to the motion on the floor? Hearing none, all in favor please signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? We have six "ayes" no "noes", three excused, motion carried.
VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Hokama,
Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmembers Mateo and Victorino and Vice-Chair White.

AMENDMENT CARRIED.
ACTION: AMEND BILL.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Couch.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. And last but not least, I would like to add after
Condition 10, wording or a condition that says once if and when the short-term rental ordinance
becomes law that this permit or this short-term rental will fall, will be subject to that law, and
this Conditional Permit is no longer in effect.
CHAIR CARROLL: Is there a second?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Seconded by Ms., I'm sorry who seconded it?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pontanilla.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Pontanilla, thank you. Discussion? Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I just wanted to put that in there because we, we are having that issue
with the bed and breakfasts right now, that there, there's Conditional Permits all over the place as
well as new permits. So to make it cleaner and easier again for the Department, I figured that
this would be something that would help everybody.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any more discussion to the motion on the floor? Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, for me it's a procedural thing, so I will not be supporting
the motion. I do not believe you can place this type of conditions on potential future enabling
legislation has not come before the Council itself yet to determine what the final policy will be.
So I think it's premature to put that type of condition until we finish the enabling legislation that
will allow, if anything, such a consideration as before us at this time. So I'm not able to support
the motion as stated before us at this time. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. I understand what both Member Couch
and Member Hokama are saying. What we could do is make it part of the new legislation as we
consider that and then it would, then it would be part of the new law and it would happen.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I'd like to check with Corp Counsel if that is, if what Mr. Hokama said
is something feasible. If it is then I'll certainly withdraw the motion.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Giroux.
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MR. GIROUX: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, I, I would like to speak on that issue. I agree with
Mr. Hokama, it, it really raises a red flag for me, as far as being that a Conditional Permit would
be an entitlement, and also that even in, in a event of a revocation they would be allowed due
process. I think a, a better solution would probably be, have a short permit time in anticipation
of a new ordinance, where what would happen is that they have to renew within 90 days. When
they renew, if the law is already in place, the Planning Director would hand them the new
application and then they would be under the...all of the conditions of the new law.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: I, I think that's a cleaner way to do it, even though you will have preexisting
nonconforming Conditional Permits, that you, you would actually bring everybody into
conformance over a short period of time. The other caveat I wanna raise is that you just passed
an ordinance that allows the Planning Director to extend Conditional Permits; you might wanna
address that in these conditions to state that you do not want these types of permits to be
extended pursuant to an extension. You wanna see everybody come into conformance with the
new law if and when passed.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, I, I withdraw the previous condition and would then like to
amend to add the condition what Mr. Giroux said, what he said.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter) . . .
CHAIR CARROLL: Would you like to withdraw your motion and let's begin again?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I, yeah, I withdraw my motion.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, alright. Now, Mr. Giroux, since you seem to had the wording, could
you repeat what you said for Mr. Couch so he can make the motion on the floor.
MR. GIROUX: Chair, let me find where it talks about extensions.
CHAIR CARROLL: If you could, if you could try to word it in a way that Mr. Couch can use it for a
motion.
MR. GIROUX: Oh, it's in Condition No. 2, it should be added the following. Right after that
semi-colon, you should add that "if a transient vacation rental ordinance has been passed that this
permit shall not be extended by the Planning Director".
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I would like to move that that, those words except for, instead of
transient vacation it's short-term rental.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Alright, it's been moved by Mr. Couch. Do I have a second?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Seconded by Ms. Baisa. Oh excuse me, Mr. Pontanilla, you know, you're way out
there at the end -COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .

(laughter) . . .

CHAIR CARROLL: --so sometimes we miss you and I'm sorry. I know how it feels because I'm on
the other end. Been moved by Mr. Couch, seconded by Mr. Pontanilla.
CHAIR CARROLL: Discussion by the maker of the motion?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No discussion, we've discussed it.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further discussion? All in favor of the motion signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried, six "ayes" no "noes", three excused.

VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Hokama,
Pontanilla, and Chair Carroll.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmembers Mateo and Victorino and Vice-Chair White.

AMENDMENT CARRIED.
ACTION: AMEND BILL.
CHAIR CARROLL: Are there any further amendments, from any of the Members. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: No, Chairman, it's not an amendment, just a clarification, what
I've been talking about the highest and best use. But in actuality once this TVR is approved then
the applicant will be subject to the commercialized residential rate.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any further discussion to any further amendments? Or any further
discussion?
MR. GIROUX: Chair, just as a friendly amendment, because...
CHAIR CARROLL: Excuse me, Mr. Giroux.
MR. GIROUX: . . . (laughter) . . . I think if we move that phrase to the end of the, to the end of that
paragraph, it would probably work smoother, because we, we are looking at possible alternate
realities. So, if you just, after the word "code", period, add "however", and then all of the
language that you have just agreed on.
CHAIR CARROLL: It's a non-substantive change, if there's no objections?
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (RC, GB, EC, DC, GRH, JP)
ACTION: AMEND BILL.
CHAIR CARROLL: The staff will make the change.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No objection.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Alright, any further amendments to the motion on the floor? If not
I' m going to call for the question. All those in favor of the motion as amended, signify by saying
"aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried, six-zero, six "ayes", zero "noes", three excused.
Thank you, Members.
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Hokama, Pontanilla,
and Chair Carroll.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmembers Mateo and Victorino and Vice-Chair White.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: FIRST READING OF REVISED BILL AND FILING OF
COMMUNICATION.
CHAIR CARROLL: Members, we have one more item that I do not think it's going to take much time.
And thank you to the applicant and all those that came over here today. Thank you very much
for attending and thank you for your participation.
MR. McCASLAND: Thank you Chairman, thank you Council members, thank you very much.

LU-19

DISTRICT BOUNDARY AMENDMENT FOR 'IWA 'IKE, LLC (MAKENA)
(C.C. No. 09-105)

CHAIR CARROLL: Alright, LU-19. Members, LU-19, relates to a request from 'Iwa 'Ike, LLC, for a
District Boundary Amendment from Agricultural to Urban, to subdivide 2.79 acres located at
Makena-Keoneoio Road in Makena. The property is adjacent to the Pine State Limited property
that we will, we considered for a District Boundary Amendment at our last meeting on
July 13, 2011, and which was posted on the Council agenda for Friday, August 5, 2011. The
Committee had concerns about the change in the classification to Urban, and felt that a Rural
classification would be more appropriate. For Pine State Limited property, the Committee
recommended referral of a bill to change the State Land Use District classification from
Agricultural to Rural to the Maui Planning Commission. Because LU-19 has parallel issues and
similar procedural posture as the Pine State Limited property, I have only posted a resolution
referring to the Maui Planning Commission a draft bill to change the State Land Use
classification from Agricultural to Rural. The draft bill attached to the resolution contains the
same conditions that we recommended for the Pine State Limited property. Pursuant to
Section 8-8.6(2) of the Charter, the Commission has 120 days from receipt of the referral to
submit its report. If it fails to make the report by the deadline, the Council may, nevertheless,
pass the bill with a two-thirds vote. I will open up the floor to discussion, after I ask for the
Planning Commission's [sic] comment. Mr. Spence or Mr. Fasi.
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MR. SPENCE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We don't wish to delay any processing of this resolution,
and if it's passed down to the Planning Department, we'll schedule as soon as we can.
CHAIR CARROLL: Members, any questions before I give my recommendation?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Recommendation?
CHAIR CARROLL: Members, the Chair will entertain a motion to recommend adoption of the
proposed resolution entitled "REFERRING TO THE MAUI PLANNING COMMISSION A
DRAFT BILL TO AMEND THE STATE LAND USE DISTRICT CLASSIFICATION FROM
AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT TO RURAL DISTRICT FOR TAX MAP KEY NUMBER
(2) 2-1-005:118, MAKENA, KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII", incorporating nonsubstantive revisions.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Moved. And seconded by Ms. Baisa. Discussion? Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair, and I, I appreciate the Department and the
applicant coming with this and getting it right down there. They, they have been bounced around
quite a bit. I do want to make sure that Exhibit B Conditions are reflective of the Rural. I know
it, it appears that we were talking about them last time and some of them seem to be redundant,
so, I don't, I'm not sure if that's.. .the Staff can take it. . .(inaudible). . . .
CHAIR CARROLL: We, we had considered that, the Chair and the Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR CARROLL: And we looked at that and we thought if there was any redundancy this is going
back to the Planning Commission, and if, they should be able to address it then, but at least they
know what was discussed over here at Committee at that time.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further discussion? Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, just a question of clarification please -CHAIR CARROLL: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --for the Department -CHAIR CARROLL: Proceed.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --Director Spence. So, besides the proposed resolution before the
Committee this afternoon, Director Spence, is it still, I am assuming that the Department is still
standing by its earlier recommendation that once, if this change in classification moves forward
and the, and the.. .it would still not support any horizontal or condominium property regimes for
the proposed four lots?
MR. SPENCE: That's correct. And I'm deferring to -COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: The planning staff.
MR. SPENCE: --staff planning, or Staff Planner, Paul Fasi. I'm not entirely familiar with the
application.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. And, and because I support that position. One,
one question from me prior to the vote, the Chairman, I would like to take. I noticed in this
document, you know, and I'm just trying to find, is there any difference in your
Departmental's [sic] view between the word conformity and consistency? Because it comes up
interestingly as we up bring the classification, the zoning, and the community plan, so if there is
a difference I would like to know before I vote on this motion.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Spence?
MR. SPENCE: My understanding, if we go and make it Rural, it, it will, with all the conditions and
everything that, that are being proposed will, it will enable the applicant to do what they want
and get their subdivision. The conformity versus consistency I'm gonna punt to Mr. Giroux, but
this is something I, I know this Committee has desired and if, if this is a resolution to them
getting, you know. . .(inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And again, Mr. Director, you know, for, for those of us that have had
some previous land use experience and, and are aware of the GATRI decision by the courts, I'm
just curious because I don't know whether we're just interchanging the same word so that it
supposed to mean the same or there is a, a unique difference between conformity and
consistency. Because again, as I read the reports, you know, right now it's the word consistency
and in the past we used conformity, as we conform to the, the court's rulings. So, I just would
like to know if there is any difference at all.
MR. SPENCE: For the purposes of a Special Management Area, which is what GATRI, the GATRI case
was about, we would find consistency, in order for the applicant to be able to build homes,
et cetera.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And, and, and is it different from conformity, I mean consistency?
MR. GIROUX: Chair?
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CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Giroux.
MR. GIROUX: Thank you, Chair. I think historically Maui County has looked at that, those two words
to have significance. Consistency in the land use arena just means that for every anticipated use
or some of the anticipated uses within a designation, as long as they're compatible with another
use, even by another name, the Department would find consistency. If you're gonna, you have
Rural single-family and Community Plan single-family, because you can build a single-family
home in each of those designations, the, I think historically the, the Department, the Planning
Department has looked at that as being consistent. The, the issue of conformity came up when,
within our subdivision law, where it was seen that the, if there was a designation then all
designations have to be the same. The, the failure in that is, is that we don't have the same
designations in, we, we can say multifamily, and then we can say apartment, it's the same thing,
different words, you're not gonna get conformity. So, that, that raised a real problem in a lot of
the subdivision issues, and that's why the, the remedy for that was the passage of the consistency
conformity bill, which would get rid of that language within the subdivision law. And within that
law it also gave Planning a, a heads-up or a...almost a lead role in making that land use
determination of consistency. I think in this unique situation in Makena, I think what's going to
raise an interesting issue is once you have consistency, what are you going to use as your
development standards? Zoning has always been the forerunner of your, of your standards.
Community Plans don't have standards, and State Land Use designation, I don't believe have
very clear standards either about development. So you would have to go with your zoning. The
problem is, is that that's not what you're going to zone these properties. You're zoning them
single-family. And then you are then going to District Boundary them or amend the District
Boundary to Rural. So, that will probably have to be dealt with within the Conditions of Zoning.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Giroux. Any further questions?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And just one last, quick follow-up.
CHAIR CARROLL: Yes, Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Like changing zoning that the Code allows the Council some
flexibility, I assuming just as the Land Use Commission has some flexibility under conditions of
reclassification, that the Council also has that same prerogative, that the Commission has for
anything more than 15 acres, that the Council has that same prerogative for anything under 15
acres.
MR. GIROUX: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay.
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MR. GIROUX: As long as they're, they're rational and, and have a basis.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Right.
MR. GIROUX: And most development standards by law have been seen to, to benefit the health, safety
and welfare of the community.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Giroux.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further discussion, before I call for the question. Hearing none, all in favor of
the motion on the floor please signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? We have six "ayes" no "noes", three excused.

VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Hokama, Pontanilla,
and Chair Carroll.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmembers Mateo and Victorino and Vice-Chair White.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Members, this brings us to the end of the meeting. Thank you for your patience
and, those in the gallery and those out there in television land, for staying with us this day. This
Land Use meeting of August 3, 2011, stands adjourned. . . . (gavel) . . .
ADJOURN: 3:47 p.m.

APPROVED BY:

ROBERT CARROLL, Chair
Land Use Committee
Transcribed by: Gladys Kamalani
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